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https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.04204
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● SU(2)L X U(1)Y symmetry hidden at low energies, but 
restored in the UV
– tree-level relations among weak couplings and masses 

corrected by finite and calculable loop corrections
● Accidental custodial symmetry of the SM Higgs 

potential ensures                           at tree level, 
dominant corrections of O(GFmt2) 

● precision measurements of masses and couplings
● test the quantum structure of the SM
● probe NP through its virtual effects

INTRODUCTION
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THE HEPfit FRAMEWORK

● HEPfit web page
● HEPfit documentation
● GitHub repository

https://hepfit.roma1.infn.it/
https://hepfit.roma1.infn.it/doc/latest-release/index.html
https://github.com/silvest/HEPfit
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GENERAL STRUCTURE
● Basic building blocks:

– Models, defined by a set of parameters (possibly 
correlated) and complemented by model-specific 
contributions to observables;

– Observables, defined by a theoretical prediction and 
possibly by an experimental likelihood which can be 
binned, multi-dimensional w. correlation, numerical…

– A parallel MCMC engine based on BAT and ROOT
– Everything coded from scratch and validated against 

other public codes
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Terminology
● Full Fit/Posterior: use all available information 

on both SM parameters and EWPOs. Gives our 
current best knowledge.

● Prediction/Indirect: remove experimental 
information on one EWPO (prediction) or on one 
SM parameter (indirect determination). Allows 
to compute pulls and local compatibility, using 
the output predictive pdf for the 
observable/parameter removed from the fit.
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Terminology
● Full Prediction: use only exp info on SM 

parameters. Using the output pdf (including 
correlations) for EWPOs and the exp results 
allows to compute global p-value.

● Full Indirect: use only exp info on EWPO. 
Useful to identify tensions in data that 
cannot be relaxed in  the SM irrespective of 
the values of SM parameters.
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EXPERIMENTAL INPUTS
● SM input parameters:

– GF, α, MZ, MH, mt, αs(MZ), Δαhad
(5)

● For Δαhad
(5) we use lattice QCD in the Euclidean + 

perturbative running
● For mt, “standard” average completely dominated by very 

recent CMS l+jets measurement: mt=171.77±0.38 GeV. 
However, there is a 3.5s tension with the TeVatron average 
mt=174.34±0.64 GeV, so consider also “conservative” 
average with error inflated to 1 GeV. Notice: PDG recipe 
would give a “ultra-conservative” 1.7 GeV error.
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MW: New Exp. Average
● Also for MW, “standard” average completely dominated by 

recent CDF measurement. 
● Updating the ATLAS measurement, and taking QED and PDF 

uncertainties fully correlated between TeVatron and LHC 
experiments, we obtain MW=80409.3±7.9 MeV (previous 
average was MW=80413.3±8.0 MeV.) Assuming no correlation 
moves the central value by half σ to MW=80406.4±7.3 MeV; I 
will not present results for this choice.

● Also in this case there are tensions between LHC, TeVatron 
and LEP measurements, so consider also “conservative” 
average with error inflated à la PDG to 18 MeV
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MW: SM vs EXPERIMENT

● The SM prediction is obtained omitting the 
experimental information on MW. Before the 
CDF update, the tension was 1.8s. Current 
theory error on MW in the SM is 4 MeV.   

Awramik et al, '03

https://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ph/0311148
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INTERPLAY OF MW WITH 
OTHER OBSERVABLES
standard conservative
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INTERPLAY OF MW WITH 
OTHER OBSERVABLES
standard conservative
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“standard” scenario
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“conservative” scenario
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● Considering the whole set of EWPO, what is 
the global agreement with the SM?

● Compute global p-value of the “full 
prediction”, taking into account experimental 
and theoretical correlations:
– p=1.2 10-4, i.e. 3.9s (standard scenario)
– p=0.27, i.e. 1.1s (conservative scenario)

LOCAL vs GLOBAL 
SIGNIFICANCE
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MW BEYOND THE SM
● Add heavy NP that decouples, leaving its 

virtual footprints:
– dominantly in gauge Boson propagators: “oblique” 

NP
– in the complete set of gauge-invariant dimension 

six operators (SMEFT)
● For explicit models (Z’, composite Higgs, 

etc.) see e.g. Strumia '22

https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.04191
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OBLIQUE NP
● Assume NP dominant contribution is in gauge 

Boson propagators:

● EWPO  are modified as follows:
– dGZ  

– dMW, dGW  

– all other observables: 
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OBLIQUE NP: U=0

standard conservative
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OBLIQUE NP: RESULTS
● Compare models using the Information Criterion:

● No significant gain in IC for U0
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THE SMEFT
● Most general gauge-invariant Lagrangian built 

with SM fields up to dimension d (here d=6)
● Some relevant operators in the “Warsaw 

basis”:
→S
→T
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MW IN THE SMEFT
● Eight independent combinations of dim. 6 

operators contribute to EWPO. In the 
Warsaw basis:

● Again, one independent combination enters 
only MW and Gw, namely:           ; very loose 
prediction for MW from Gw
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SMEFT: FIT RESULTS

● Cirigliano et al. noted that a combination of these 
operators also contributes to first-row CKM unitarity 
violation. This effect can be compensated by C(3)lq 
which does not enter EWPO. However, C(3)lq can be 
constrained by LHC e.g. in ppll.    

standard
averages

TeV-2

https://arxiv.org/abs/2204.08440
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EWPO BEYOND THE SM

standard averages
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Conclusions
● Remarkable experimental progress in mt and MW, but tensions 

among measurements present in both cases: outcome of MW and 
mt averaging group badly needed!

● Taken at face value, MW implies a local (global) discrepancy at the 
6.1s (3.9s) level, calling for NP

● Oblique/decoupling NP can accommodate the tension for scales 
close to the EW scale if loop-mediated, or at the TeV scale if 
tree-level/strongly interacting.  

● If a more conservative averaging procedure is followed, the 
tension becomes much milder and the implications on NP much 
softer.

● More measurements of MW (and mt) crucial!
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BACKUP
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NP fits in the conservative 
scenario

TeV-2
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NP fits in the conservative 
scenario
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Theory Errors in the Fit
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SYMMETRIES OF THE SM
HIGGS SECTOR

In the SM, one Higgs doublet  w. potential

with , invariant underwithwith

where SU(2)L coincides with gauge SU(2), while Y with
the third component of SU(2)R. The charge-conserving

leaves the diagonal SU(2)V unbroken, 

ensuring                                 and
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SYMMETRIES OF THE SM
HIGGS SECTOR

● Promoting right-handed quarks to SU(2)R 
doublets, one can write Yukawa couplings in 
the form

which would be SU(2)R-invariant for Yu=Yd. 
Therefore, the tree-level prediction r=1 gets 
loop corrections proportional to  GFmt2.
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